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of the front two and myself sitting at the back of the rear
lorry with an automatic in either delighted hand. The
young Sikh who crouched by my side said, in soft English :
" We won't shoot first, but won't we just shoot second."
In the dark, illuminated only by the headlights and spurts
of flame from the eucalyptus belt on the side of the town,
we rumbled out of the Legation gates. Three Red Gross
lorries and the vehicle driven by young Gurney of the
Buxton mission followed us. We had taken out the wailing
Ethiopian womenfolk of the mission that afternoon : only
half an hour before one of his men had been shot down and
the body rifled just outside his gate, but Buxton still refused
to leave. We were going to fetch him now, with the rest
of his men.
De Halpert, once Adviser to the Emperor's Ministry of
the Interior, was running the Red Cross party. De Halpert
is tall and good-looking, his hair grey to nearly white, in
trimness of figure and face a very fit Englishman past
middle age. The only one, too, who has walked all over
Ethiopia—Amhara, Lasta, Wollo, Kambata, Kafa, Maji.
As a self-confessed sportsman, he had written the
Emperor's licensing laws which more or less prevented you
from shooting anything except at terrific expense, and gave
the animals a wonderful time. Only in the south the bad
men of the Galla border still poached ivory.
De Halpert was, I think, the coolest of the Europeans
who patrolled Addis, at frightening risk, trying to see
whether the people lying in the street were dead, drunk, or
bona fide wounded. He even saved stray dogs. Dressed
precisely as a member of the I.R.A., with long grey over-
coat, sinister grey Homburg over one hawkish eye, and a
pilfered British rifle slung across his shoulder, he never had
to take a bead on any shifta. He only looked at them in a
hostile manner and the criminal intention evaporated.
(Bentinck's method was different. He danced spas-
modically on either leg and spoke fluent Amharic. But the
effect was the same. The Ethiopian always bows to
phenomena.)
We drove through the town, and for the first time I
aoticed the awkward flitting silhouettes of hyenas at the
ruined roadside* Only Paleologue's garage was still
burning in the centre, the fire was radiating out. No

